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Abstract

To assess the quality of school education, much of educational research is concerned with comparisons of test scores means or medians. In this paper, we shift this focus and explore test scores data by addressing some often neglected questions. In the case of Brazil, the mean of test scores in Math for students of the fourth grade has declined approximately 0.2 standard deviation in the late 1990s. But what about changes in the distribution of scores? It is unclear whether the decline was caused by deterioration in student performance in upper and/or lower tails of the distribution. To answer this question, we propose the use of the relative distribution method developed by Handcock and Morris (1999). The advantage of this methodology is that it compares two distributions of test scores data through a single distribution and synthesizes all the differences between them. Moreover, it is possible to decompose the total difference between two distributions in a level effect (changes in median) and shape effect (changes in shape of the distribution). We find that the decline of average-test scores is mainly caused by a worsening in the position of all students throughout the distribution of scores and is not only specific to any quantile of distribution.
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1. Introduction

The evaluation of the quality of elementary school education, measured by students’ performance on standardized tests, has been the focus of many studies in educational and economic literature in recent years due to the existence of many standardized tests that evaluate students in all levels of education. For example, the PISA (Program for International Student Assessment) and the TIMSS (Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study) can be considered as the two major tests that attempt to measure students’ math and science performance across countries. This marked a major advancement in measuring the quality of education, because the measurements available thus far, such as the number of years in school, are limited to solely capturing the quantitative dimension of education (Hanushek, 2005).

In general, data on students’ test scores is explored in comparative analyses that seek to understand why the national averages of certain countries are higher than in others (Ammermüller, 2004; Wang, 2004; Woessmann, 2004; Carney, 2007) or in case studies what the goal is in finding out how the individual and family background variables and class and school characteristics are capable of increasing the average cognitive achievement of students (Behrman et al., 1997; Fertig, 2003). The inherent objective in all of these studies is to know the characteristics that positively relate to students’ school performances with the intention of supplying input for the formulation of public policies imbued with the task of improving the quality of education.

A significant part of the educational research is concerned with comparisons of test scores means or medians. The research uses traditional statistical methods based on linear regression and its extensions, like hierarchical linear models, which are not designed to represent the rich detail of distributional patterns of the data. They focus on the modeling of conditional means and, as a result, the research leaves most of the distributional information in the data untapped. The analysis of full distribution is important because students at different parts of the distribution couldn’t have the same return in education as students in the mean/median. At the same time, the analysis of full distribution allows us to explore some aspects of educational quality and inequality.

In this paper, we shift the focus on means/medians and explore test scores data by addressing some often neglected questions. For example, in the case of Brazil, the test scores average declined at the end of the 1990s. But what about changes in the distribution of scores? It is unclear whether the average decline was caused by deterioration in student performance in upper and/or lower tails of the distribution. If the decline of the average is the result of a worsening in performances of the students of a lesser capacity, then we are facing a scenario of a fall in average quality and a rise in educational inequality. However, if the decline of the average is a consequence of a deterioration in the performance of the students of a greater capacity, then the scenario is that of a reduction in inequality, but in the lower levels of elementary school performance.

The objective of this study is to explore the decline in average elementary school performance of Brazilian students with a distributional perspective. To deal with this little explored aspect in the literature, we use the relative distribution method developed by Handcock and Morris (1999). This method is a statistical tool for fully representing differences between distributions. It was developed to analyze income inequalities in
the labor market and it will be applied to educational data in this paper. The advantage of this methodology is that it lets us compare two distributions of test scores through a single distribution and synthesizes all the differences between them. Moreover, it is possible to decompose the total difference between two distributions in a location effect (changes in median) and shape effect (changes in the shape of the distribution).

We use data from the Brazilian National System for Evaluation of Basic Education (SAEB) for the period between 1997 and 2005. SAEB collects data about the cognitive achievement of student enrollment in the fourth and eighth grades of elementary school and third year of secondary school for Math and Portuguese language. Moreover, SAEB collects information about the home and school environment, such as parents’ education, school infrastructure, the quality of teachers and principals, etc. In this paper we use data for a cohort of fourth graders evaluated in math test scores.

Following this introduction, this paper has six sections. Section 2 presents a descriptive analysis of the mean and distribution of the test scores for the students of the fourth grade in Brazil. Section 3 describes the Brazilian data used in this paper and the descriptive analysis. Section 4 describes the empirical strategy based on the relative distribution method. Section 5 presents and analyses the results. Finally, section 6 presents the final remarks.

2. Why study the entire distribution of test scores?

The Brazilian system of basic education produced poor results with respect to quality of education between 1997 and 2005. An analysis of the evolution of the average elementary school performance of 4th grade students in Brazil can be seen in Graph 1. It can be observed that over the years average elementary school performance fell, exacerbating the problem of low quality of education in Brazil. Even in 1997, where the largest average was within this historic series was obtained, it is noticeable that students’ learning was deficient, since it was below the level considered adequate for the grade in question. If the students do not have command of the minimum prerequisites for the fourth grade, they will continue on this path with deficiencies that further compromise their learning.

Although analyses based on simple summary measures are often very informative, they do not always tell the whole story. Hidden behind these summary statistics are a range of important questions. Given that the average is a summary measurement of the distribution of the scores that measure the students’ learning, its alteration is associated with changes of the scores in specific segments of the distribution. It is important to know these aspects since a decline in the averages can have different implications on education policy depending on the segment of students whose elementary school performance was affected.

---

1 Brazil organizes its education system into five levels: infant, elementary, secondary, higher and postgraduate education. The first three are referred to as basic education.

2 According to INEP, students need a performance above 250 points in math to be compatible with 4th grade expectations. Students above this level are capable of competently doing the four arithmetic operations (addition, subtraction, division and multiplication), besides recognizing elements and characteristics peculiar to geometric planes.
In Brazil, the negative evolution of elementary school performance averages was attributed, by researchers and government officials, to the process of expanding basic education and the non-repetition policy (Souza, 2006; Neri and Carvalho, 2002; Fernandes and Natenzon, 2003; Alves, 2007). The rise in elementary school enrollment occurred between children and youth from a low social background and, consequently, with greater learning difficulties. The non-repetition policy\(^3\), for its part, incentivized the permanence of students in schools, reducing the dropout rates of those students with low levels of learning. As a result, these policies allowed for an increase in the proportion of less qualified students with regard to cognitive abilities, which would explain the reduction in the average-test score over the years.

Comparisons of average test scores without accounting for the changes in the entire distribution of achievement can generate a misleading inference about the relationship between the educational expansion and variation of school outcome. If the reduction of the averages is due to changes in the performance of students situated at the base of the distribution who, on average, are from low income backgrounds, it is necessary to think of reinforcement/tutoring policies that could minimize the deficiencies in learning. This reduction in performance generally stems from the lack of support or preparedness of the parents regarding help with homework, the lack of a healthy environment propitious to learning in students’ homes, the absence of a dialogue between parents and children regarding the importance of education on improving future life conditions and other various deficiencies associated with the low income and schooling of parents.

On the other hand, if the reduction of the averages is also due to changes in the performance of students situated at the top of the distribution who, on average, have a better family background, it is necessary to know the origin of this problem. These students have pecuniary and non-pecuniary incentives that allow for an improved level of education, which, initially, would lead us to believe that their poor performance could be related to a problem outside the family context and, therefore, connected with the effectiveness of the education system.

\(^3\) The principal objective of this policy is to guarantee that students remain in school by eliminating repeat years. The debate about this type of policy can be seen in N’tchougan-Sonou (2001).
In recent years, international literature has presented studies not only focused on the “average” student, but also on the entire distribution of achievement. The subjacent idea in these studies is that the effects of school and the family context on school results can vary depending on the segment of the population of the students that are being analyzed, i.e., depending on the level of qualification of the student. Levin (2001) evaluates the impact of class size and peer effects on the distribution of math and language achievement for Dutch primary school students; Corak and Lazon (2002) apply semi-parametric decomposition based on the changes in full distribution to assess the contribution of differences in family background and school characteristics to differences in achievement distributions between Canadian provinces; Fertig (2003) looks for determinants of German student’s achievement, like family background information and the characteristics of school and class, based on quantile regressions; Ding and Lehrer (2008) assess the benefits of the reduction of class size for the lowest and highest performing students based on the results of Project STAR; among others.

In the national literature, Soares (2006) calls attention to the importance of analyzing the distribution of cognitive achievement as a whole in order to evaluate, in tandem, aspects relating to educational quality and equity. In the research, Soares (2006) develops a methodology to measure education inequality based on data related to students’ cognitive achievement. As a starting point, the author uses the idea subjacent to the Gini index, an instrument used to measure income inequality, and makes some methodological modifications to show that the measurement of education inequality differs from the measurement of income inequality. Education inequality is measured by the distance between an ideal distribution, given by the distribution of the students assessed by PISA, and the empirical distribution of school performance of students assessed by SAEB in Brazil. In Brazilian literature, we can also cite the study by Pinto (2010) which evaluates the existence of peer effect on the entire distribution of math and language achievement for the students in the fourth grade of elementary school in Brazil.

Considering the relevance of the analysis of school performance as a distributional perspective and the lack of studies along this line where Brazil is concerned, we seek, in this paper, to explore this point further. In the following section, we present the data base, some descriptive statistics and, subsequently, the methodology used to discover some neglected aspects in the literature that use students’ test scores to evaluate the quality of the educational system.

3. Data and descriptive statistics

3.1 Data

In this section we describe the Brazilian data set used in our analysis. We use the National System for Evaluation of Basic Education (SAEB), which is a biennial survey conducted by the National Institute of Educational Studies and Research (INEP), an agency of the Ministry of Education (MEC). SAEB evaluates the cognitive process of students currently enrolled in the fourth and eighth grades of elementary school and in the third year of secondary school in two subjects: Math and Portuguese language.
The level of cognitive achievement of each student is calculated through a test based on the National Curricular Parameters (PCN) and the National Educational Guidelines and Framework Law (LDB), and the results of a thorough national consultation with teachers, researchers and specialists. SAEB began in 1990, but only since 1995 can the results be compared between years and grades because of the introduction of a new methodology, the Item Response Theory, to compute students’ proficiencies. The scale of SAEB ranges between 0 and 500. The higher value in scale means better student performance.

In our research, we are especially concerned with the period between 1997 and 2005 which include a higher decline in average test scores. The sample used in this paper and the descriptive statistics are presented in Table 1. The sample includes students enrolled in public (except federal schools) and private schools, all of them located in urban areas.

### Table 1
Sample and descriptive statistics, fourth grade of elementary school, Math, Brazil, 1997 to 2005

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of SAEB</th>
<th>Number of Observations</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>18,588</td>
<td>192.29</td>
<td>43.86</td>
<td>80.37</td>
<td>377.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>16,811</td>
<td>182.17</td>
<td>41.00</td>
<td>82.72</td>
<td>355.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>50,782</td>
<td>179.17</td>
<td>46.01</td>
<td>59.84</td>
<td>367.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>40,596</td>
<td>180.68</td>
<td>45.01</td>
<td>66.42</td>
<td>369.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>37,719</td>
<td>186.09</td>
<td>47.18</td>
<td>65.43</td>
<td>373.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### 3.2 Descriptive analysis of test scores distribution

Before embarking on a more complex statistical analysis of changes in the distribution of school performance, a descriptive analysis of the data over the years is needed. To see how the empirical distribution of school performance behaved between 1997 and 2005, we present, in Graph 2, the probability densities for each year. In comparing the curves, the first aspect observed is the leftward shift of the probability density curves of school proficiency of the students evaluated after the year 1997. Besides this shift, these curves are noteworthy for having a larger number of students with lower cognitive abilities, as can be seen by the fat left tail. The distribution in 2001 reaches the apex of this expansion. Also, it is possible to note, a slight straightening of the superior tail, mainly in 1999, indicating a reduction in the density of students with a higher performance. Therefore, apparently a change in the location and dispersion of the distribution exists.

Graph 2
Probability density function of test scores, fourth grade of elementary school, Math, Brazil, 1997 to 2005


Note: The densities were estimated by Kernel Epanechnikov and the bandwidth was calculated by the rule of thumb of Silverman (1986).

In the case of a change in location, the set of students as a whole would present a reduction in the scores obtained in the proficiency tests. Graph 3 compares the figures of the percentiles of the distribution of the performance in all the periods and Table 2 supplies the figures for the deciles. In analyzing Graph 3 it is possible to notice a reduction in the levels of performance in each percentile (obviously, as well as in the deciles, whose figures are in Table 2) given by the downward shift of the percentile curve. This effect was more intense in the first centiles of the distribution. In 2005, the distribution is similar to the 1997 curve in the last centiles of the distribution.

Graph 3
Percentiles of test scores, fourth grade of elementary school, Math, Brazil, 1997 to 2005

Table 2
Deciles of test scores, fourth grade of elementary school, Math, Brazil, 1997 to 2005

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deciles</th>
<th>1997</th>
<th>1999</th>
<th>2001</th>
<th>2003</th>
<th>2005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>138.99</td>
<td>131.29</td>
<td>123.15</td>
<td>124.87</td>
<td>127.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>153.92</td>
<td>145.10</td>
<td>138.74</td>
<td>141.21</td>
<td>144.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>166.19</td>
<td>157.61</td>
<td>151.64</td>
<td>154.02</td>
<td>158.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>176.12</td>
<td>168.75</td>
<td>163.03</td>
<td>165.71</td>
<td>170.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>187.25</td>
<td>178.68</td>
<td>175.29</td>
<td>177.18</td>
<td>182.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>200.05</td>
<td>189.54</td>
<td>187.18</td>
<td>189.09</td>
<td>195.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>213.03</td>
<td>200.96</td>
<td>201.14</td>
<td>202.52</td>
<td>209.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>226.74</td>
<td>215.00</td>
<td>217.01</td>
<td>219.04</td>
<td>220.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>250.97</td>
<td>237.00</td>
<td>241.31</td>
<td>241.13</td>
<td>250.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The statistics presented here appear to show that the reduction in average school performance through the period from 1997 to 2005, principally in the first years of this series, is the result of a poorer performance by both the lowest and highest performing students on the math proficiency tests. To better understand this dynamic, we applied the relative distribution method, described below, which permits the analysis of the differences between two distributions and decomposes them for changes within the average and shape of the distribution.

4. Relative distribution method

The relative distribution is a non-parametric descriptive statistical tool used to compare two distributions of the same attribute between groups or periods. In this paper, the attribute of the study is the elementary school performance of fourth grade students and the comparison is done between two points in time: one of which is used as the reference (reference) year \( t_0 \) and the other as the comparison year \( t_1 \).

To formalize the technique, let us suppose that, in each one of these years, we have the probability density functions, \( f_i(Y_{t_i}) \) and \( f_i(Y_{t_1}) \), and the cumulative distribution functions, \( F_i(Y_{t_i}) \) and \( F_i(Y_{t_1}) \), where \( Y \) corresponds to elementary school performance. Based on these functions, the primary school relative distribution between \( t_0 \) and \( t_1 \) can be produced by the rescheduling of elementary school performance in \( t_1 \) using the cumulative distribution of performance function in \( t_0 \):

\[
R = F_0(Y_{t_1})
\]

With this rescheduling, we produce the relative data \( r \), continuous in the interval \([0,1]\), which measures the relative position of \( Y_{t_0} \) in the distribution of \( Y_{t_1} \), or rather, since the students evaluated in \( t_1 \) would be allocated to the distribution elementary school performance in \( t_0 \). Let us consider, for example, that a student with a performance of 200 points from the SAEB scale in \( t_1 = 2005 \), is in the sixth decile of the performance...
distribution of the students evaluated in $t_0 = 1997$. The identification of this position, or rather, the sixth decile, corresponds to the value of the relative data $r$.

Since $r$ is a random variable, it also has a probability density function, $g(r)$, and a cumulative distribution function, $G(r)$, given as:

$$G(r) = F(Q_0^{-1}(r)) = F(Q_0(r)) \quad 0 \leq r \leq 1 \quad (2)$$

Where $Q_0(r)$ is the quantile function of $F(y)$ and $r$ represents the quantile.

The probability density function of the relative data, $g(r)$, called “relative density” by Handcock and Morris (1999), can be obtained by (2):

$$g(r) = \frac{f_1(Q_0(r))}{f_0(Q_0(r))} \quad 0 \leq r \leq 1 \quad (3)$$

In terms of the original scale of the measurement of elementary school performance, the relative density can be expressed as:

$$g(r) = \frac{f_1(y_r)}{f_0(y_r)} \quad y_r = Q_0(r) \neq 0 \quad (4)$$

Based on equation (4) we can see that the relative density is calculated by means of a ratio of densities: the ratio of the density of students tested in the period of comparison, $f_1(y_r)$, to the density of students tested in the period of reference, $f_0(y_r)$, at a given level of elementary school performance, $y_r$ (elementary school performance related to quantile $r$ of the reference year distribution $t_0$).

Thus, for each quantile of the elementary school performance distribution of the reference year ($t_0$) there are three ways of interpreting the results: i) when the relative density is greater than $1$, ($g(r) > 1$), we say that there is an over-representation of the students from the period of comparison in relation to students tested in the period of reference; ii) when the relative density is less than $1$ ($g(r) < 1$), this relationship is inverse, in other words, there is an under-representation of the students from the period of comparison in relation to the period of reference; and iii) when the relative density is equal to $1$, ($g(r) = 1$), the density of students in the periods of reference and comparison is the same for the quantile in question and this indicates that there is a distributional equivalence$^4$.

---

$^4$ The relative distribution was implemented in the R software (R Core Development Team, 2007) using the “reldist” suite. The syntax was produced based on the adaptation of the routine supplied by Handcock and Aldrich (2002). For the calculation of the relative densities, we utilized the standard method used in the computational programming prepared by Handcock and Aldrich (2002), which is based on the smoothening of the local likelihood method (local likelihood method)$^5$. According to Handcock and Janssen (2002, p.416), the use of the estimator of maximum local likelihood presents better results when compared with the Kernel estimator, since the latter entails the difficulty of
The results produced by this technique simplify the comparison between two probability density curves as the differences between them are synthesized through a single curve formed by relative density rates. Besides this advantage, the relative distribution is decomposable. Therefore, the total differences existent between the elementary school performance distributions in the years $t_0$ and $t_1$ can be explained either by the changes that took place in the location of the distribution (location effect) or by changes prevalent in the design of the distribution curve (shape effect).

To formalize this decomposition, it is necessary to create a hypothetical variable, $Y_h$, whose level of distribution is equal to the level of distribution of the comparison period $t_1$, but the structure remains the same as that of the period of reference, $t_0$. For a change in the mean, $Y_h$ is defined as a random variable represented by $Y_h = Y_n + P$, where $P = \overline{Y}_n - \overline{Y}_n$. In this case, $\overline{Y}_n$ is the median performance in the period $t_0$ and $\overline{Y}_n$ is the median performance in the period $t_1$. With the three variables, $Y_h$, $Y_n$ and $Y_h$, it is possible to produce two relative distributions that isolate the effects of changes within the level and structure of the distribution. To generalize notation (1), we have:

- **Total effect** = relative distribution of $Y_h$ and $Y_n$ (equivalent to equation 1):
  \[ R = R_0 - F_0(Y_n) \]  \( (5) \)

- **Location effect** = relative distribution of $Y_h$ and $Y_n$:
  \[ R_0 = F_0(Y_h) \]  \( (6) \)

- **Shape effect** = relative distribution of $Y_h$ and $Y_n$:
  \[ R_1 = F_1(Y_h) \]  \( (7) \)

To generalize notation (4), the total effects, location and shape can be represented as a function of the relative density rates as follows:

\[
\frac{f_1(y_r)}{f_0(y_r)} \times \frac{f_0(y_r)}{f_1(y_r)}
\]

The left side of the equation represents the total relative density (density), $g_0^1(r)$; the first ratio on the right of the equation represents the relative density from the location underestimation of the relative densities for values of the relative data ($r$) near 0 or 1 (border effect). For a comparison of the methods, see Hall and Tao (2002). For a detailed description of the method, see Loader (1996).
effect, \( g^s_0(r) \); and the second ratio on the right of the equation represents the relative density from the shape effect, \( g^s_1(r) \).

All the results produced by this technique are presented in graphs and are quantified by summary measures, such as the entropy index (entropy index) and the polarization index (polarization index), whose metrics are described in the following sections.

### 4.1 Entropy index

The entropy index is used to measure the difference between two distributions. Handcock and Morris (1999) suggest the use of the formalization of Kullback-Leibler, because apart from giving a simple interpretation in terms of the relative distribution, it can be decomposable on the effects of level and structure. Formally, this measurement can be expressed as follows:

\[
D(F_1; F_0) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \log \left( \frac{f_1(y)}{f_0(y)} \right) dF(y) = \int_{0}^{1} \log(g(r))g(r)dr
\]  

(9)

Based on this measurement, the three components of the decomposition are thus:

\[
D(F_1; F_0) = D(F^s_1; F_0) + D(F^l_1; F_0)
\]  

(10)

Where:

\( D(F^s_1; F_0) \) = total difference between the proficiency distributions \( Y_0 \) and \( Y_1 \);

\( D(F^l_1; F_0) \) = difference between the distributions caused by alterations in level;

\( D(F^l_1; F_0) \) = difference between the distributions caused by alterations in structure.

The relative magnitude of the second and third components signal the relative contribution of changes in location and shape over the total differences observed between the distributions in the periods \( t_0 \) and \( t_1 \).

### 4.2 Polarization index

The polarization index corresponds to the median absolute deviation of the relative distribution. What characterizes a polarized relative distribution is the format in U of its density. When this happens, it can be said that there was an increase in the proportion of students within the lower and upper tails of the distribution and, therefore, there was an increase in inequality. Thus, this index permits the visualization of what happens in the center and the lower and upper tails of the distribution, which is not possible when only the trend of the average is measured.
For the construction of the polarization index, we consider the relative distribution of $Y_0$ in relation to $Y_1$ given by $R_0^b = F_0(Y_1 - p)$, where $p = Q_1(1/2) - Q_0(1/2)$, in other words, $p$ is equal to the difference between the mean of $Y_1$ and $Y_0$; $Q$ is the quantile function. Since the mean of both distributions are equal, the mean of $R_0^b$ will be $1/2$. Thus, the relative polarization index of the median – median relative polarization index – can be defined as:

$$MSP(F_1; F_0) = 4 \int_0^1 \left| r - \frac{1}{2} \right| g_0^1(r) dr - 1$$

(11)

This index measures the absolute deviation around the median of the relative distribution utilizing differences in structure only. The distance between the relative data $r$ and the center of the distribution, $\left| r - \frac{1}{2} \right|$, is weighted by the value of the density in $r$, $g_0^1(r)$. The index assumes values between -1 and 1. The value 0 (zero) indicates that there are no differences between $F_0$ and $F_1$ associated with changes in structure; positive values of the index indicate that there are differences in the format of the curve of the distribution that led to the increase in the polarization of the relative distribution (increase in the relative densities in both tails); negative values represent a smaller polarization, characterized by a convergence of the densities toward the center of the relative distribution. If the difference between $F_1$ and $F_0$ is caused by only differences in level, then, $g_0^1(r)$ will be equal to 1, signaling a uniform distribution, and $MSP(F_1; F_0)$ will be equal to zero, signaling that there are no differences between $F_1$ and $F_0$ caused by changes in structure.

The median polarization index can be decomposed into two parts, making it possible to test the contributions of changes in the distribution below the median (lower index, equation 12) and above the median (upper index, equation 13):

$$LRP(F_1; F_0) = 8 \int_0^1 \left| r - \frac{1}{2} \right| g_1^1(r) dr - 1$$

(12)

$$URP(F_1; F_0) = 8 \int_{1/2}^1 \left| r - \frac{1}{2} \right| g_1^1(r) dr - 1$$

(13)

These two indices have similar interpretations to the total polarization, they are symmetric and do not vary with the monotonic transformations of the original measurement. The positive values represent greater polarization, which means thickening in the tails of the distribution. The negative values represent a reduction in the polarization, indicating a trend towards a convergence at the center of the
distribution. The inexistence of the polarization in the inferior and/or superior tails is observed when the index is equal to 0 (zero)\(^5\).

### 5. Results

To compare the distribution of elementary school performance at two points in time and analyze the differences between them, we used 1997 as the reference year and 1999, 2001, 2003 and 2005, one by one, as years of comparison. In using this strategy of fixing 1997 as the reference distribution for all the years, we can temporarily follow changes in the distribution and analyze them in conjunction with the decline of the average-test scores\(^6\). In addition to composing the first year of the historical series used in this study, 1997 showed the higher value of mean and quantiles of cognitive achievement in relation to the other years, as seen in the descriptive statistics presented in Tables 1 and 2.

The results of the relative distribution can be seen in Figure 1. Each panel in this display represents a component of the change. Panel A shows the overall change by period; panel B shows the effect of the location shift; and panel C shows the effect of the shape shift. On the x axis, we have a rising distribution of the students in the reference year in tenths of their elementary school performance and along the y axis we have the relative density of the test scores observed in the years of comparison in relation to what was observed in the reference year. The bars represent the observed density of the distribution of elementary school students of the comparison year if they were in order on a test scores scale of the reference year. The curve on the graph corresponds to the leveling of the bars.

Initially, we focused on analyzing the results of Panel A, where we can observe the behavior of the smoothened curve formed by the relative densities. We notice that there is a monotonic decline in the relative densities along the quantiles of the distribution. This trend signals changes in the distribution of elementary school performance between 1997 (reference year) and the comparison years, since otherwise the relative densities would be constant and equal to 1 (sketched line) indicating a distributional equivalence.

The differences between distributions are clearly marked by a strong downshift in test scores, i.e., there is an increase in the density of the students with lower performances in the proficiency tests concurrent with the reduction in the density of students with a

---

\(^5\) Handcock and Morris (1999) stress that the synthesis-measurements obtained through relative distribution are robust in relation to the presence of outliers and to the violation of the hypothesis concerning the form of the distribution. This robustness comes from two properties of the relative distribution: 1) The rescheduling of the distribution in the comparison period, \(t_1\), in relation to the distribution in the reference period, \(t_0\), (the transformation of the original measurements, \(Y_0\) and \(Y_1\), in terms of the position/quantiles within the interval \([0,1]\) moderates the influence of the abnormal values); 2) since it is based on a non-parametric approach, it minimizes the chances of a violation of the hypothesis.

\(^6\) Another analysis could be done through a comparison in each biennium. In this case, the reference year could be the first year of the biennium and the objective becomes to analyze the short-term changes in the distribution of test scores. A different form of comparison can be seen in Soares’ (2006) study, where the author uses PISA distribution as a reference distribution to analyze changes in quality and equity of the Brazilian educational system.
higher performance. For example, between 1997 and 1999, we can observe a relative density of, approximately, $g(0.1)=1.5$ in the first decile of the distribution. This result indicates a 50 percent increase in the population of students who, in 1999, had a performance compatible with that verified in the first tenth of the distribution in 1997, whose value was 138.85. In the other extreme of the distribution (last decile), we observed a relative density which approximates to $g(1.0)=0.6$. This result indicates a reduction of about 40 percent in the population of students who, in 1999, had a performance above 250.97 – the level which refers to the last tenth of the 1997 distribution –, when compared to the population of students that in 1997 reached this same level of proficiency.

While the shape of the overall relative distributions clearly points to the location shifts as the dominant trend in each period, it may be masking some of the most subtle changes. To see this, we can focus on panel B (location shift) and C (shape shift) in Figure 1.

We can perceive in Panel B that the median downshift in test scores was clearly the dominant factor in all periods, as expected. The importance of location effect to explain the dissimilarities between two distributions can be seen not only by the fact that the curve in Panel B practically reproduces the curve in Panel A, but also because of the result of the entropy index indicated in the upper part of the graphs. In decomposing the total entropy index, we can see that the one that originates from location effect represents 50 to 93 percent of the total dissimilarity between the curves, depending on the period analyzed.

**Figure 1**
Relative distribution and entropy index, fourth grade of elementary school, Math, Brazil, 1997 to 2005

Panel A: Overall Relative Distribution
Panel B: Location Shift

Panel C: Shape Shift
These results suggest that at the end of the 1990’s and the beginning of the twenty-first century a scenario emerged. This scenario suggest a less favorable position was conferred to the students who composed the cohort of students enrolled in the fourth grade of elementary school in the years of comparison, who appeared to have test scores inferior to those found in 1997. In this sense, the average decline in elementary school performance after 1997 seems to be explained, in large part, by a generalized worsening of test scores for all the students enrolled in the fourth grade of elementary school in Brazil.

While the median shift had been the dominant factor, there was also a small polarization trend that was not evident in the overall relative distributions (Panel A), but can be seen clearly in Panel C. Besides the graphs, we can analyze the differences in the shape of the distributions through the polarization indices presented in Table 3. As mentioned, the shape effect is calculated by the comparison between the empirical distribution of the reference year (1997) adjusted to have the same average and empirical distribution of the comparison year. This captures, therefore, the residual changes between the two distributions.

The results show that there are two well-defined behaviors for the polarization. The first of which can be seen between 1997 and 1999. We can perceive a negative polarization that is characterized by the inverted U format in the bars and the smoothened lines of the relative densities. This means that in 1999 the performance of the cohort of students in the fourth grade of elementary school showed a trend of equalization, due to the reduction in the density of students with a much lower performance (inferior tail) and
much higher performance (superior tail) and the rise in the density of students with an average performance.

The magnitude and sign of the polarization index confirm the impression suggested by the graph analysis. The relative polarization index of the median was significant to one percent, which indicates an inverse polarization, i.e., a convergence of the school results to the median of the distribution. In this process, it is possible to perceive that the superior tail had a larger contribution. The polarization index of the superior tail is negative and statistically significant to one percent, while the polarization index of the inferior tail is negative with a low statistical significance.

This result suggests that, between 1997 and 1999, part of the decline in average elementary school performance is explained by residual changes in the superior tail of the distribution that are associated a priori in the educational results of the potentially more able students. This means that, in 1999, the students located in the upper tenths of the distribution had elementary school performances lower than that of students in this same position of the distribution in 1997.

The other result found in the component related to the shape effect can be seen in other periods (1997-2001; 1997-2003; 1997-2005) and is characterized by the existence of a positive polarization, mainly in the inferior tail of the distribution. We can see that the relative polarization index of the median was positive and significant to one percent. The polarization of the inferior tail contributed greatly to this result, since the indices are high and considerably significant. These findings make it evident that after 1997 there is a greater concentration of students with lower elementary school performance, a fact which contributed, in a residual manner, both to the lower average found during the years subsequent to 1997 and to the increase in educational inequality.

Table 3
Polarization index, fourth grade of elementary school, Math, Brazil, 1997 to 2005

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median (MRP)</td>
<td>-0.043***</td>
<td>0.037***</td>
<td>0.025***</td>
<td>0.057***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower tail (LRP)</td>
<td>-0.018*</td>
<td>0.067***</td>
<td>0.056***</td>
<td>0.080***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper tail (URP)</td>
<td>-0.067***</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td>0.024***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Note: *** significant at 1%; * significant at 10%; all others are not significant.

6. Final remarks

Typically, studies that seek to analyze the changes in elementary school performance of students over the years focus on synthesis-measures, such as the mean and median of test scores. Even though these measures are useful in illustrating the trend in the quality
of education, they are incomplete in that they hide various aspects inherent to the distribution. For example, an increase in the average elementary school performance should be interpreted as a positive change in the quality of education if it originates from an overall improvement in the performance of all students and not only from a specific group of students, like those who are already well placed in the elementary school performance scale. In this last case, the rise in average quality would be followed by a rise in the inequality of elementary school results.

The purpose of this paper was to explore the changes behind the distribution of elementary school performance of Brazilian students that resulted in a decline of averages after 1997. To do this, we used a non-parametric methodology called relative distribution, developed by Handcock and Morris (1999) in order to study income inequalities in the job market, and we applied it to educational data. We used data from SAEB for the period from 1997 to 2005, for a cohort of students enrolled in the fourth grade of elementary school and evaluated on math tests.

The decline in average elementary school performance at the end of the 1990’s and the beginning of the twenty-first century in Brazil can be attributed to two sources: 1) an overall fall in the scores of all students, including the scores of those with greater cognitive ability; 2) a fall in the scores of a specific group of students, for example, of those with a lesser cognitive capacity (located in the inferior tail of the distribution) or of those with greater cognitive capacity (located in the superior tail of the distribution).

The results presented in this study show that the decline in average elementary school performance was as a consequence, primarily, of an overall fall in the scores. This means that after 1997, mostly in 1999 and 2001, the performance attained by students of lower capacity, average capacity and those of greater capacity fell. Since the decline in the average was, for the most part, a result of an overall negative performance by all students, it is logical to suppose that the reduction in the average quality of education has been due to a structural problem, that may be associated to the mass influx of students in the second half of the 90’s.

The substantive rise in enrollments occurred mainly in municipal school districts, a phenomenon known as the municipalization of education (Soares and Souza, 2003), and it helped give rise to the Elementary and Secondary School Maintenance and Development Fund (FUNDEF), in 1997. Within all the school districts in Brazil, the public municipal schools, on average, are the ones that most exemplify the precarious nature of the school environment; for example, low teacher qualifications, a poor pedagogical support infrastructure, a high proportion of students with a low social background and, consequently, with greater learning difficulties, amongst others. Within this context, the lack of preparedness to receive a larger contingent of students brought about by policies to expand access to education may have accentuated the problems already faced by these schools. This is reflected in the elementary school results of these students on the SAEB proficiency exams.
The rise of enrollments was propelled by the inclusion of children from less favored social backgrounds. Therefore, it is possible to imagine an increase in the socioeconomic and age group heterogeneity of the classes that may have negatively affected the performance of the students as a whole. In educational literature, this phenomenon is known as peer effect. The underlying idea is that if a greater number of students of less favored socioeconomic conditions who are behind in their grade are introduced into the learning environment, the classroom tends to be a less stimulating learning environment and the students become complacent and their academic performance consequently worsens.

A result in favor of this hypothesis was found in the study by Pinto (2010). In developing a semi-parametric methodology to estimate the function of educational production relating to peer effect, the author found evidence of the existence of this effect for all the students, irrespective of their qualities. Pinto (2010) used 2003 data from SAEB, for students tested in mathematics in the fourth grade of elementary school. Another example found for Brazil is relayed in a study by Machado et al. (2008). Using 2003 data from SAEB, for students tested in mathematics and Portuguese language in the fourth grade of elementary school, the authors showed that there is an inverse association between age group dispersion of the classes and individual proficiency. This means that children placed in more heterogeneous classes vis-à-vis age obtain lower results on proficiency exams when compared with children of the same school who are placed in classes that are more homogeneous in age.

Apart from the generalized decline in students’ performance, the results of the relative distribution showed that changes in the shape of the distribution, characterized by an increase in the density of the inferior tails, contributed, though residually, to the decline of average performance, mostly, in the year 2005. With the exception of 1999, the shape effect signals an increase in elementary school performance inequality, since there is a growth in the number of students with a low performance (located in the inferior tail of the distribution) concomitant with the rise in the number of students with a higher performance (located in the superior tail of the distribution).

In conclusion, this paper attempted to demonstrate that we can find important aspects behind a test scores distribution. The relative distribution method provides additional insight about the decline of average cognitive skills and it helps us to formulate some possible explanation for this negative trend. As we suggested, the average decline could be associated to direct and indirect effects of changes in socioeconomic status of students due to the increase of enrollments at the end of the 1990’s. However, our analysis did not employ controls for socioeconomic status. We have focused on comparing the distributions of a single variable between years. If the socioeconomic status of a cohort of fourth graders varies systematically over time, the impact of this covariate is of interest. The next step will be to extend this analysis to include some important covariate, like socioeconomic status, and set up a better explanation for the relationship between expansion of education and test scores in Brazil.
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